Go gaming is a struggle between adversaries, black and white simple stones, and aim to control the most Go board territory for success. Rules are elementary but Go game fighting is highly intricate. Stones placement and interaction on board is random-appearance, likewise interaction phenomena among basic elements in physics thermodynamics, chemistry, biology, or social issues. We model the Go game dynamic employing an Ising model energy function, whose interaction coefficients reflect the application of rules and tactics to build long-term strategies. At any step of the game, the energy functional of the model assesses the control' strength of a player over the board. A close fit between predictions of the model with actual games' scores is obtained. AlphaGo computer is the current top Go player, but its behavior does not wholly reveal the Go gaming nature. The Ising function allows for precisely model the stochastic evolutions of Go gaming patterns, so, to advance the understanding on Go own-dynamic -beyond the players' abilities. The analysis of the frequency and combination of tactics shows the formation of patterns in the groups of stones during a game, regarding the turn of each player, or if human or computer adversaries are confronted.
Introduction
Go is a two player, zero-sum and complete information game [22] , that official board is a 19 x 19 grid [11] . Each player places one black/white stone on an empty board cross-point position, black plays first then white and so on. Modeling the Go gaming interaction rises similar to the modeling of the complex interaction among simple elements in nature [8, 18] and social phenomena [12, 30] .
So, the mathematical modeling and algorithmic setting of Go game are meaningful in the state of the art of sciences, particularly in computer matter likewise Chess was during the 20th century [22] .
A unique Go gaming challenge is to measure each player strength at any game stage. We use the Ising model [8] , classic in Physics phenomena modeling, to support the design of an algorithm for quantifying the complex interaction and synergy between allied Go stones or the tension generated by the adversaries in the game. In our modeling, when a phase transition happens after a critical equilibrium state, indicates the preeminence of one player on the board.
In Go gaming, [6] white stones player receives a compensation komi by playing the second turn.
Same color stones joined in horizontal or vertical line form up one indivisible compound stone. A connection of ally stones is by placing one same color stone between them. Stone's liberty is a contiguous empty board cross-point in the vertical or horizontal direction. Removal of any stone on board happens if is adversaries rounded losing all its liberties. For board territory control the way is employing tactics of invasion, reduction, nets, ladders, and connections. Stone allocation within an empty board neighborhood is an invasion, and if the adversary places a stone close to an invasion, it is making a reduction. Same color stones make a net over adversarial stones by surrounding them and make a ladder by surrounding and leaving them only remaining liberty, called Atari condition. A stone is "Go alive" if cannot be captured and is "Go dead" if cannot avoid being captured. Placement of stone being directly captured is suicide that is not allowed. Go strategies are compositions of tactics. The game ends when both players pass a turn. The score is computed based on both board territory occupied and the number of simple adversarial stones captured. The usual criteria are that the winner has the largest territorial and number of captures.
The simplicity of Go game rules makes the initial algorithmic setting simply. However, the process to attain efficient strategies is of high combinatorial complexity [3, 7] . Overcoming this complexity, historically, has been a major challenge for human Go players, and now in the XXI century, it also is for Go scientist and developers [11] . Alpha Go's decisive triumph over Lee Sedol, one of the best world human Go player in 2016, 4/5 games, was a meaningful triumph of computational intelligence [28] . Absolute preeminence of AlphaGo is the 60 -0 simultaneous triumphs over the best human Go players in February 2017 [14, 23, 29] . The black box that complex AI represents is more difficult to understand if we consider the Go phenomenology. This paper purpose is to advance in this comprehension. A Go gaming state is a configuration that combines black-white-empty board positions. The Go gaming state space extends with cardinality 3 19x19 10 172 . The game tree records the different paths between the successive states that correspond to the players' decisions from the start to the end so the sequence of moves in the game. Go game tree cardinality is by 10 a , a = 10 172 , that quantifies the huge diversity of paths for Go gaming. As a result, the automation of Go tactics and strategies to efficiently win a match is vastly complex. In average, the branching factor for Go ranges from 200 to 300 possible moves at each player's turn, while 35 -40 moves for Chess which cardinality of state space and the game tree is 10 50 and by 10 123 respectively [3] . As for human Go players, the hard task in Go automation is to estimate the potential to strength territory dominance for a certain play, so classify the best sequence of states picks from the enormous set of options to decide next gainful move [6, 20, 33] . Computer Go [9] uses heuristic-search [14, 29] , machine learning [20] and pattern recognition techniques to identify eyes, ladders and nets [33, 35] . Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
was extensively used for simulation-based search algorithms [10, 14, 15] , and given a Go state, from thousands or million simulations the best average is applied to ponder the next movement [14, 15] . However, this is highly computer time-consuming. The a priori knowledge-based heuristics to identify Go tactics and strategies was added to MCTS to advance computer Go [18] . AlphaGo machine [28] uses intelligent data mining over the historical Go games to identify good Go gaming patterns. To classify these patterns and to learn from them the machine uses deep neural networks pointing in a fixed direction, giving rise to a finite magnetization. The order emergence depends on the temperature T of the system, such that at high temperatures it is disordered while ordering manifests at temperatures smaller than a critical temperature CT. As the temperature gradually decreases below CT, ordered spin clusters first develop, subsequently percolating through the whole system, and finally leading to complete ordering at T = 0. In the 2D Ising model, the energy spin interactions are described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1:
w i sets for interaction between spin i and j , the magnitude of an external magnetic field, and h i the magnetic field contribution at site i ; for a homogeneous external field, h i = 1. Since the interaction rules in the Ising model are very general and simple [8] , the approach may be applied to describe the emergence of ordering in numerous systems [19, 21, 31] in Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Sociology and technology applications [4, 25, 34] , that may be assumed as constituted by discrete variables arranged in lattices and subject to extended Ising-like interacting rules. In these models, the system may develop the analog of an ordering phase transition determined by a control parameter, equivalent to the temperature in Ising models. The concept of temperature in this latter case implies the existence of thermodynamic equilibrium states. However, this property is not applicable to most systems considered in different fields. Instead, it may be assumed that the system may acquire different stationary states determined by the totality of possible configurations of its variables. Recently, Ising model was cleverly applied in nuclear medicine imaging [25] , neural networks [31] and kinetics of protein aggregation studies [32] , and in complex pattern recognition on biological processes to classify molecular or tissues patterns, by managing huge databases in bioinformatics [19, 27, 34] . In economy, Ising model is applied to analyze non-equilibrium phase transitions in macroeconomic modeling [30] , where the emergence of patterns results from the interaction of a multitude of simple components [4] . In decision making a phase transition is a spontaneous symmetry-breaking of prices, that leads to spontaneous valuation in the absence of earnings [30] , similar to the emergence of spontaneous magnetization in the absence a magnetic field.
Materials and Methods

Ising Hamiltonian for Go gaming
In the struggling for board area control in Go, the Ising model is relevant to modeling the dynamics of complex interaction, henceforth for designing algorithms to quantify the synergy among allied stones as well as the tension against the adversary ones. The definition of the elements of the Ising energy function helps algorithms to compute the power of stones patterns at the successive Go states, accounting for each state of dominance. After a movement brakes the black-white force equilibrium, a phase-transition-like process happens, and a dominant player in the board emerges.
To efficiently enhance automation in our proposal a Go gaming state is represented by a CFG [16] , see figure 1 where each Go stone is a CFG principal node, labeled with the number of single stones that compose it, and each stone's liberty is a CFG secondary node. Also, a Go gaming state representation by CFG embraces each stone's linked relationship with allies, adversaries, and liberties. By using CFG the Go sequence of moves (tactics deployment) during a game, it is easy logged, as well as, the follow up in the evolution of game interaction depicted in a lattice graph. By regarding the relative board position among allies and adversaries on the base of the CFG, this technique permits to define the Ising energy function and the design of algorithms to quantify the force of interactions among black and white atomic or molecules stones . 
Go energy function
We use 2-dimensional Ising model for displaying the black-white stones interactions in Go gaming. Our definition of energy function directs the algorithms to compute the power of the adversary groups of stones in a Go gaming state, to observe board dominance. The energy function permits quantify the strength of interaction among allied stone, versus adversaries, and the impact of the involved liberties. Associated with Ising Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), the Go energy function via the CFG representation of states embraces the parameters mentioned in the next issues 1 and 2, then involved in the described process in issues 3 to 5:
1. The numbers of single (atomic) stones in a compound (molecular) stone.
2. The number of eyes a compound stone has.
3. The tactic pattern the stone is involved and making. color. Observe that k i en eq. 2 guaranties these liberties to i , so it cannot be captured.
In Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 for Go, w ij should quantify the ratio of synergy or tension between single or compound stones i, j . So, w i should encompass the i-j synergy regarding the presence and strength of adversary stones that try to inhibit this synergy. As well, w ij should encompass the presence of allied stones enforcing the mutual strengthen. Hence, up to tactics in Go gaming, the interaction among stones is weighed by the following Eq. 3: 
Tactics weighting
Parameter r t should quantify the power of each tactic t : eye ( r eye ), net ( r net ), ladder ( r ladder ), simple liberty ( r slb ). The proposed values for quantify each tactic power are induced on the base of the empirical a priori knowledge from high rank Go human players; and, as well, on the base of the energy function definition. Table 1 shows the assigned values for pondering each Go tactic in this work. Due to the energy function parameterization, the influence of each stone in a tactic depends on its size and its relative position on board. The usual is that more of three stones make a net and, from the middle part of the game onward, at least one stone is large, so the net power is significant. A ladder is not a frequent tactic, but its occurrence results in a strong position on the board. Besides, one compound stone may have one or two internal eyes and rarely more. Invasion is the frequent tactic for territory expansion and reduction tactic the adversary opposite move. Connection tactic results in a larger stone joining small ones; so, a connection is indirect quantified in the joined stone.
Regarding these facts, the influence of each tactic is tuned in the Go Hamiltonian. For simplicity, μ = 1 in this proposal. The field impact to each stone h i is the sum of liberties the stone i has.
In the Go game Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 the first term accounts the interaction of collaboration among 
Results
We use Go games' smart game files (SGF) data at http://www.go4go.net/ to test and evaluate our Because a Go game can be converted and stored into the SGF, several databases can sort and store the Go tournaments done with regularity during the year. We selected the badukmovies-pro-collection game data set from the Sensei website due to its clear organization by dates and games played. We analyzed more than 50 000 different professional games randomly using our in-house software. Also, in the recent year of 2017, the 60 games of Alpha Go played against human players are available on the web.
Here, we present the preference (frequency) to use Go tactics throughout different scenarios in professional games, to enlighten particularities on tactics composition that result in winning strategies.
Black versus white in historical games
The database of Go professional games presents a framework to discover the frequency and differences on the use of tactics from the white and the black players.
Supplementary figure 1 shows the frequency of use of the different tactics in the time frame of the moves/plays of players in games we named historical, between top human Go masters mainly in the XX century. We analyzed the distribution for a preferred tactic using density plots of this games.
Comparing the count of tactics and density plots of black and white player we did not observe apparent differences between their respective use of tactics. In fact, the overall distribution of the different tactics resembles a normal distribution (Supplementary figure 1) . The density plots from the resulting distributions have almost the same shape with two possible populations of the tactics that are distinguished and land out of the average use (Supplementary figure 2) .
Black versus white in AlphaGo games
We counted the number of tactics used during the games by each move/play done by the players (Supplementary figures 3) , black or white; regardless it was AlphaGo or a Human. The overall count revealed that net and ladders are by far the most used tactics. We observed small differences between both players, the most notorious is that the line showing the used ladder tactics has a flatter plateau in the white players. Also, the line of net tactic has a steep ascend until the play 125, and from there, the fall present three clear plateaux in its use from white, that is not so readily clear from the black player. To analyze and better visualize the differences between the tactics used we calculated the frequency of use and plotted it against its Z score. The frequency of the use of tactics also shows differences between black and white stones from AlphaGo games.
To explore the patterns in the 60 games played by AlphaGo versus humans, we used density plots to observe the distribution of the usage of all the different tactics. Again, the densities of the used tactics were above the overall count of AlphaGo and Humans mixed and classified as black or white players. The overlapping of the distributions shows small difference between the tactics population between black and white players. This behavior is expected as each player usually respond to the opponent moves accordingly to neutralize the invasive effect, especially deep into the game. In this case ladder and nets present two distinct populations of tactics that are employed much more than the mean reflected in the high value of the Z score. The respective differences in the frequency of ladder and simple liberty tactics are small. We should observe that the simple liberty tactics are associated with complex tactics, and the liberties can help to expand ladders and nets late influence (Supplementary figure 4) .
AlphaGo versus human top Go players
We analyze the 60 games played by AlphaGo against human top world Go players. At first glance, the graphs on the count and distribution of used tactics by AlphaGo or human Go players show the same shapes. However, in the count graph we observe that the games were shorter, 50 moves in average, when the AlphaGo machine plays black than when it plays white (figure 3). The shorter duration of the games is the first clear difference in the density shape of all tactics.
Using the frequency distribution enables a closer inspection revealing that AlphaGo style of play has other notorious differences concerning humans' style. The density plot shows that when
AlphaGo plays black, the use of eyes is very infrequent having only two population that is slightly distant from the mean use of this tactic; when AlphaGo plays white, the two populations of eye tactic are bigger than the eye tactic population from human players. The use of the ladder tactic shows a decreasing trend with only one population being more used than the average. This last fact contrasts with the use of the net tactic that increases and presents two population very distant from the average use ( figure 4 ). Furthermore, in close inspection, AlphaGo also present a wider Z score of the density for the ladder tactics use than human players made. We would say that the patterns of use of the eye, ladder and net tactics are related to the final victory of AlphaGo over the human players ( figure 5 ). Beyond the apparent differences between AlphaGo as the black or white player, the application of the Ising model to deal with the dynamic of the Go game proved to be more informative ( figure 6 ).
The successive Ising energies of the black player show from the start phase changes, even more clearly after the 50th play/move. The most extreme phase change happens just before the 150th move/play ending with a broad energy difference around the 200th move/play (figure 6A). The Ising energy when AlphaGo plays white seems to be more compact. This could mean that the human that plays black has the advantage starting the game, so enables him to keep a balance on the board, also keeping the opponent at bay. However, after the 200th move/play abrupt phase changes in a very short span of moves leading to AlphaGo sizing the territory (figure 6B). We also observed the change in the Ising energy of only white player or black player. However, no trend could be observed (Supplementary figure 5) . 
Human versus human Go games
As a next test we simulate Go games among top human players only. In the following figures, the blue line is for the black player and red line for the white player. We made hundreds of experiments 
AlphaGo versus Lee Sedol games
Lee Sedol is one top Go player since he was 12 years old. AlphaGo { Lee Sedol encounter was a five-game match gamed by March 2016 in Seoul, Korea. Lee Sedol played blacks the odd games and whites the even games. AlphaGo won the first, second, third and fifth game and Lee Sedol the fourth, so 4/5 games won AlphaGo, being the first time a computer defeated a top master. Figure 8 shows the graphs of each of the five games: A, B, C and E, each score similar to the official result.
In C there is a small difference between the official result and the obtained from our simulation. 
An AlphaGo remark
The ability of AlphaGo gaming to keep a kind of self-equilibrium is quite notorious. The algorithmic design of AlphaGo makes it avoids the temptation to try an ever-absolute board control. In the AlphaGo gaming style is quite enough to keep its current advantage, and gives up to certain board area influence by predicting its strength over the whole board and game. This feature contrasts with the human Go player's behavior trying to get the absolute prevail over the adversary. Human Go players usually play to get an absolute dominance, and by this mindset, the human player loses details of weak positions, that eventually leads to losing points or the whole game. Obsession with ever increasing board control is not a weakness of AlphaGo as a remarkable quality. This virtue entails an exceptional knowledge of the game board configuration at any play made .
Discussion
Go gaming is long-term influence moves [14] is not defined to support the Go player's abilities it makes a fair assessment of current game state. We are working on the application of the Ising-model-based algorithms to suggest a next good play. The statistical analysis might help to identify a sequence of tactics to make effective strategies in this stochastic game process. In game theory, the interaction of the spin-player and the state-action in the Ising model is for payoff and apply the Nash equilibrium [13] , to analyze repeated games [36] , or to modeling systems on nearest neighbor interaction with phase transitions [26] . In evolutionary dynamics of cooperation in the prisoner's dilemma game, results in a dipole-model-like, interpreting the start of a lattice of cooperation as a thermodynamical phase transition [12] . Usually, in a game, the Nash equilibrium fixes the strategy choices to lose no more than the others; so, Nash equilibrium may allow avoiding a Go phase transition that would occur if the right strategy is not applied. The computer (cost) complexity for processing a problem solution [5] , refers both, the time or number of execution steps, and space or memory amount an algorithm uses too. Go gaming complexity is EXPTIME-complete [17] , and more precisely PSPACE-complete [24] . The stochastic feature of Go gaming captured by the Ising-Hamiltonian-based algorithms suggests that, on this base, low-cost algorithms (a lot of less computer time and memory) could be deployed to identify the relevant strategies for success.
Conclusions
The highly intricate Go gaming for territory control is formally traced by the Ising energy function, hence, the application of Go rules and tactics for building complex strategies that emerge in successful patterns. Beyond the usefulness to predict real games' scores, the 
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